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From: Laura Moon <L.Moon@sstaffs.gov.uk>  

Sent: Friday, June 21, 2024 3:12 PM 

To: John Chislett <J.Chislett@sstaffs.gov.uk> 

Subject: RE: New premises licence Glamping site @ Himley Hall 

 

Hi John, 

 

The planning team are satisfied with the below comments and suggested conditions as these 

measures should reduce the potential noise pollution on nearby residents. We wish to 

withdraw our objection on this basis. 

 

Kind Regards 

Laura 

 

Laura Moon 

Senior Planning Officer 

 

 

 

From: Patrick Sampson  

Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 1:16 PM 

To: Laura Moon <L.Moon@sstaffs.gov.uk> 

Cc: John Chislett <J.Chislett@sstaffs.gov.uk>; patrickrsampson@gmail.com 

Subject: New premises licence Glamping site @ Himley Hall 

 
sophos psma rtb anne ren d  
In answer to your objections, please find the following information which I hope will reassure you 

that Himley Hall Glamping will operate in a safe and responsible manner. 

1. The premises licence runs from April to October (in line with the glamping use of the site) 

  

We anticipate the majority of use of the site will be between April and October. However, 

we   must make allowance for promotional events outside of this period. 

2. No more than two events per month to take place with the venue given written notice to 

the planning and licensing authority of the events. 

  

We would be prepared to agree to up to 4 late night (weddings/parties) events per month 

between April and October and two events per month between November and March 

inclusively. 

(Need to clarify whether “events” covers all activity on site rather than weddings/ parties? 
Would need to be more than 1 per month to accommodate Santa Christmas events and 

other daytime/ early evening family events).   

  

3. No Live or recorded music to be played after 11pm either inside or outside 

  

Live music to be limited to 11pm and recorded music to be limited to indoors only at room 

volume after 11pm at the bar and immediate surrounding area. The bar will be closed no 

later than 12 midnight. 

High walls around the site significantly reduce noise transmission. 
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(Monitoring recorded music use beyond the bar at night is difficult, as this may simply be 

someone using their iPhone in or outside their glamp)  

booking conditions specify that people need to consider our neighbours and would be 

asked to reduce the volume of music after 11pm if necessary 

  

 


